ClearView Flex enables an ‘over-the-shoulder’ shared viewing experience – wherever your
collaborators may be. Stream live, encrypted video in real-time from any source to your team
members or clients enabling them to review content from anywhere on their tablet, phone, PC/
MAC or via Apple TV. ClearView Flex has received both an Engineering Emmy® for Advancing
Remote Collaboration and an Honourable Mention from the HPA Awards and is part of Sohonet’s
ClearView product family -- our real-time, remote collaboration toolkit for M&E teams.

FEATURES
High-quality streaming

Minimal bandwith

Flex supports content of up to 2K DCI
resolution with up to 4:2:0 (10-bit) colour.

Flex requires minimal bandwidth - streams can
be viewed on any internet connected device

Collaborate at the speed of light plus 2-5 frames
of delay (lag that’s so small it’s barely noticeable to
humans).

Stream to up to 30 devices. Streams can be
viewed on tablet, phone, PC/MAC or through
Apple TV

Pay-as-you-go pricing options, so you can align costs
to projects on a weekly or monthly basis

User-friendly interfaces for both viewers and
presenters

Now with, 5.1 support for Apple TV, viewers can
review full surround sound audio.

Flex has built-in security including
encrypted video streaming, session
burn-ins, and secure invite links.

Ultra-low latency

Flexible pricing

Surround Sound

Multi-device support

Simple to use

Studio-grade security

SIMPLE TO USE
1: We’ll send you a Flexbox
2: Connect creative workstation/ camera via SDI or HDMI to the Flexbox
3: Log in to the Clearview Flex webpage and name your session
4: Invite viewers by email to join a session
5: Viewers click secure link to view live encypted session via any device
(phone/tablet/PC/MAC/ via Apple TV)
6: Team/ clients collaborate in real-time, securely.
Watch full explainer video here https://vimeo.com/418481891

For more information on ClearView Flex head to
https://www.sohonet.com/clearview-flex/

TECH SPECS
Video Input Formats

2K DCI @ 23.98, 24, 25 (SDI Only)
2K DCI PsF @ 23.98, 24, 25 (SDI Only)
1080p @ 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30 fps
1080PsF @ 23.98, 24, 25, 29.97, 30 fps
1080i @ 50, 59.94, 60 fps
720p @ 50, 59.94, 60 fps
625i @ 50 (PAL) fps
525i @ 59.94 (NTSC) fps

Colour Precision

Up to 10-bit (Pro and PAYG Pro credit only)

Audio Channels

5.1 surround sound available for Apple TV users with stereo downmix
for all other devices. Audio quality at bit-rates up to 512kbps

Video Sampling

YUV 4:2:0

Connector

HD-SDI BNC input or HDMI

Supported Viewer Devices

Apple TV 4K
Desktop Browsers - Chrome & Firefox (Latest)
Mobile Devices - iOS (minimum iOS 10) & Android

Latency

Approx. 2-5 frames plus network latency between endpoints

Security

End-to-end encryption
Invitation links can only be used on one device at a time and have a 30
minute expiry by default.
Visual burn-in with a unique session ID

WHOSE USING FLEX

“ClearView Flex gives us the ability to do live reviews with our clients and meet their needs for
quick collaboration and secure delivery. These demands are the new norm.”
Corey Walton, VP of Post Production, Statement Advertising

For more information on ClearView Flex head to
https://www.sohonet.com/clearview-flex/

